
C oursing like a vast network of artcrivs 
througho~rt the NASA Saturn V 

rocket's cavernous second stage is nearly a 
half mile of wcltlcd join:j; fused nietal tliat 
unites the S-I1 as flight loads and tnrik 
pressures P O L I I I { ~  at its structural integrity. 

To survive in space, these silver-colorctl 
veins must bc: as strong as the metals they 
join, surgically clean, aad fitted witliin 
exacting to l e rances  down to 13 thou- 
sandths of an inch. 

Such deman(ling charactcristics, couplcd 
with the stagt:'~ enormous size and com- 
plexi't.y, have of necessity produced sonic 
startlingly advanced welding innovations, 
and, at least in one instance, forged new 
technology. at Space Division's Seal Beacll 
facility. It was only natural that precedents 
in welding as well as in other areas of 
manufacturing would be set during thc 
S-11's fabrication, for nothing even faintly 
resembling tlic stage had ever been built 
before. 

Three standart1 railroad tank cars.could 
stancl on end inside the S-11, with eriougli 
room left over to lay a caboose sideways 
atop them. Yct, for space flight, this 81%. 
foot-tall stagc wcighs only about 95,000 
pounds empty. The three railroad tank 
cars, by coml)arison, weigh more than 
211,000 po~ttit1J dry. The S-I1 is machinr:d 
to the prccisctr~css of a fine watch, with 
corlstruction cohpnrable to an eggslie11 in 
efficiency, (tllc: aniount of weight and prcs- 
sure constrair~c~cl by a thin wall.) It in- 
cludes two ~)ropcllant tanks - a largt: 
liquid hydrogcm one, consisting of six 
cylinrlers atit1 tlirec bulkhcctds, and a 
smaller liqrtitl osygc:n sphcrc. Fashionc:,I 
onto tliese tnr1L.5 arc: aft ant1 fonvard skirts, 
an aft int~rsti~gc: and a tl~rust struct~~rt:  
which mollnts fivi: Rock,-tt1yrir:-built J-2 
engines. 

To an out-iclt-r, tl~c, -t3gtx a p p c ~ ~ r s  to 1 , ~ .  
:tlr mute th.111 ari oversized hot watt-r 

tank, and this oltc*n ra i~es  a natural follow 
on quc,ttion: Wlliit's en difficult abo:it 
putting that top,thrr? For - the \ v ~ ! ~ i ; r ~ ~  
engineer, horvc.tc~r, thcre have !)ern bliii- 
krieging prol~lc.rl~- F~r)m the oirtset. 

t 
For openers, tKe S-11's waistline was 

designed at  a diameter of 33 feet, mean- . 

ing circumferential welds of more than 
103 feet around wauld have to be fused 
between each cylinaer and between cy!in- 
ders and bulkhead? Anyone with a smat- 
tering oE mechanic41 kncwledge knows the 
longer the weld, the tougher it is to main- 
tain quality and hbld tolerances. It's one 
thing to make a tlkree or four foot weld. . 
But at greater leniths the heat input of 
the torch creates $istortion prob!ems on 
the metal surfaces! A single circnmfer- 
cntial weld of 103 feet is enough to cause 
engineers to think qbout changing careers. 

CompIications 
Sheets of metal vary in thickness, size . 

and shape, and one of them is joined in a 
riearly inaccessiblc area, further complicat- 
ing normal ~ d d i n g ~ ~ r o c e s s e s .  On one sec- 
tion of the stage, the metal skin tapers 
from five eighths o an inch down to less i lhan a quarter inchj and then builds back 
up to a half inch. ;Such changing thick- 
nesses create hair-p lling complications for YI the engineer, for wd d speeds, arc voltages 
and other p r a m e k r s  must be changed a with each variance.* And, quality and tol- C 
cbmnce requirement3 for the fused molten- 
metal seams bindins the S-I1 are among 
the most exacting ever imposed on indus- 
try. Minute defects lat would pass normal 3 industry standards r many not discern- 
ible by the human ye - cause rejection i 
at Seal Beach. T h ~ s e  include miniscule 
\aids in the weld pr bdow the surface, 
tiny cracks, or bits sf foreign material. 

k If this were not cfnough of a challenge, 
add the fact that c)jindcrs and bulkheads 

8 
drc 2014 T-6 alumtnum, selected for its 
\trength under super-cold. cryogenic tem- 
prratures. Typical c8 aluminum alloys, it 
is susceptible to internal contamination 
.cnd is crack senqitive. Rut vastly imploved 
wr1dir:g equipment and tcchniqucs, fos- 
tcwd 1)y stringrnt ae ospacc demands, have 1 

! 
Like a miniature lotomotive, moving at I 
precise, geared spckd, the welding torch. 
mounted on skate truck. unites Apollo/Sat- 
urn V S-TI second sfage hulkh~nd pacels. 

i 

Half mile of delicateily a'us3B 
metal unites panels of 
thin-skinned Saturn S-11, 
second stage of moon vel:iri: 







given company personnel the capability to 
confidently employ 2014 T-6 in welds. 

S:i!l, on early flight versions of the S-11, 
r 'ng flaws, and joints far  enough out 
OL dignment to cause outright rejection 
of the product were encountered. But per- 
severing management and line personnel, 
counseled by a NASA-Space Division team 
of manufacturing experts, have, over the 
years, found solutions to even the most 
elusive developmental problems. 

Earlier this year, for instance, workmen 
finished welding the liquid hydrogen bulk- 
head for vehicle number nine to cylinder 
six - one of the toughest welds of all - 
with no repairs, and with the offset in 
joint fittings well within design allowances. 
I t  marked the first time such a weld had 
passed acceptance standards without redo 
on a piece of flight hardware. 

"I had very little gray hair when we 
started," says Norm Wilson, the articulate 
manager of S-I1 Manufacturing Engineer- 
ing a t  Seal Beach. "But look at me now." 
(Salt outnumbers pepper three to two.) 

Taxed Imagination 
"You can't really say our work has Secn 

exotic," Wilson says. "But when you con- 
sider the sizes, angles, lengths, designs, 
offse lerances and overall specifications 
invol\cu, you have one challenging weld- 
ing project on your hands. We've had to 
tap our experience well dry and tax our 
imagination to come up with the right 
answers, and it has only been through the 
combined contributions of many that we 
have been successful." 

There are 2331 feet of primary struc- 
tural welds criss-crossing the S-11. Most 
of them, because of their size and com- 
plexity, have to be a u t o m a t i c a l l y  pro- 
grammed. The days of the personal, one- 
man operation, where a goggled welder, 
sparks flying, did it all, are over. Quality 
and reliability requirements of the aero- 
space industry are far beyond the manual 
:ontrol of even the most skilled individual 
xaftsman. Today, every weld must be 
rirtually perfect - 100 per cent pene- 
ration without porosity (tiny bubbles), 
lndercut or other defects. The direct cur- 

eft above, checking 'offset of two welded 
ylinders with vernier caliper is key opera- 
on. Mated cylindcrs must be matched 
b tolerar--s within thousands. of an inch. 

3liant torch ligh!. above right, employs 
tungsten electrode. generates tempera- 

res of 3000 to 5000 degrees Fahrenheit. 

~der  "rotary concept," left, the we!ding 
,ch remains stationary and cylinders rc- 
Ive around it, much like a giant phono- 
xph record with weld machine os needle. 

rent TIC (tungsten inert gas) welding 
method is used. That is, the welding torch, 
which generates between 3000 and 5000 
degree F. heat, uses a tungsten electrode. 
Inert gas (helium) is used to shield the 
molten metals being fused from' atmos- 
pheric contamination. 

The Saturn V second stage is made of 
dozens of panels and frames, which, joined 
together, become cylinders and bulkheads, 
and ultimately full-size tanks. ,Some of the 
work begins at the Los Angeles Division. 
i ~ e r e ,  intermediate bulkhead panels are 
iwelded to thicker, warned outboard panels, I 
land are sent to Seal Beach. There, are a 
,dozen panels for each bulkhead and they 
are joined, two at a time. Picture sections 
of an orange that are regrouped and you 
have a fair idea of how the operation 
works. Bulkhead panels are called gore 
sections; and they are clamped vise-like 
into a fixed position by a clamshell beam. 
The welding torch is mounted on a skate 
track on the outside of the structure. Like 
a miniature locomotive moving a t  a pre- 
cise, geared speed, it rides upward, 12 to 
20 feet, uniting the two pieces of metal 
by heating them to a melting temperature 
that causes fusion. This is called meridian 
welding. The ingenious skate, which moves 
vertically or horizontally, on straight lines 
or around curves, trims, welds and x-rays 
in sequence as it.goes. 

Weld engineers developed the precise 
current, arc voltage, welding speed and 
skate travel on test panels to produce the. 

' required quality. These parameters were 
then programmed into automatic welding 
power packs. Document 971-D, the-S;II_ 
weldor's Bible, defines the p a r a m e t e r s  - - - -  
necessary to meet design requirements for 
each weld joint on the stage. There are, 
in fact, 18 of these weld schedules,'each 
containing over 50 parameters that must 
be pre-programmed into the machine.. 

Round and Round 
The engineering specifications on the 

bulkhead panels calls for no more than 
10  per cent offset of the material's thick- 
ness. Once two sections have been married,. 
they rotate to a new'position and .the next 
gore is located unclcr the beam ancl.welded. 
The process is repeated, until the dozen 
panels become one. 

Ry design, there is a hole left at the top 
of each I~ulkhead after all gores have been 
joirled. The opening is closed out b y  a 
round "dollar" section, and it once caused 
a kt~ntty prnhlem. Early clollars were ap- 
proximately three feet in diameter, and 
were ~r-e,ldt.d without difficulty hy holding 
the hulk?~tml and the. dollar in place with 

. vac:ur~rn churks and hard tooling. The 
vac:uum cl~ucks literally suck the aluminum 

parts into contour. But the re-designed S-I1 
stage number four had a bulkhead dollar 
with a 111 inch diameter. 

"We got about a quarter way around 
on its weld," Wilson remembers, "and 
there was a snapping noise. The weld 
tungsten electrode contacted the material 
and burned a hole in the bulkhead. This 
dollar was about %ths of an inch thick 
and the excessive heat needed to penetrate 
caused excessive shrinkage and distortion 
which forced the dollar to snap loose from 
vacuum chucks holding it in place." 

TO circumvent this, engineers devised a 
way to minimize the torch heat on this 
particular weld. They did it by linking 
two opposed nugget welds. Instcad of mak- 
ing one weld all the way througl~, they 
drove two of them three quarters of the 
way into the material, first one from the 
top, and then the other from the bottom - 
and joined them, like hooking together two 
croquet wickets. This cuts the heat input. 

Once the gore welds cool, they are run 
through tough, thorough inspection tests. 
Every inch of each joint is x-rayed. Then 
a dye penetrant is painted over the ~vcld. 
This betrays defects or cracks in a fluores- 
cent glow when subjected to ultra-violet 
light. Next, on bulkhead joints, come 
helium leak checks. Later, two additional 
leak tests are run. When the bulkhead has 
been assembled, a hydrostat tool is uscd 
to pump it up with water, and it1 a pneu- 
mostat test, the stage is fillcd with air. 

Near True Circles 
Welding the six cylinders to each other 

is an altogether different task. Cylintlcrs 
come in four sections - eight feet wide 
and 27 feet long - and are fashicned at 
the Los Angelcs Division. These are joirlctl, 
forming near true circles wit11 flat ma- 
chined mating edges. Rut structures over 
103 feet in circumference, consistir~g 01 
machined and formed sheet metal parts 
assembled by many different rnnnufactrlr- 
ing methocis, weld-joincd, and moved from 
one location to another, are affected 1)). 
normal changcs due to heat and climate, 
and are influenced by weight. 

Thus, they are actually seldom true 
circles with flat, even surfaces. Their size 
and configuration must therefore be al- 
l o ~ ~ - e d  for. Recause the sections are ma- 
chined as flat piecrs and then are con- 
toured into shape, different stresses arc. 
placed on the metal. This can cnucrs 
pro1)lrms. On one of the first cylintl(~r-to-.~ 
cylinclrr tvcld. attcmptb, 8 0  per cent of thy . . 
joint had been fused when the rcmalnln," 
$cction bn!looned out of shnpc f ~ o m  thy 
exces:i\ c heat build111> 



Again, engineers had to find the proper 
parameters - the right speed and tooling 
- by mrans of which the weld could be 
m with a minimum movement due to 
re. _ of the metal stresses. A mechanical 
spokeless wagon wheel tool is used to hold 
two cylinders in position until they are tack 
welded every six inches - approximately 
200 t a c k  are made to 25 per cent penc- 
tration. A continuous tack weld is then 
made, followed by the ~enetrat ion and 
cover' passes. These 100 per cent circum- 
ferential welds are made in four steps. 
Two skate tooIs operate simultaneously 180 
degrees apart, each making half of the 103 
foot weld. 
. Throughout the evolution of the weld- 
ing processes a t  Seal Beach, Aerospace 
and Systems Group ~ersonnel  worked  
closely with their customer counterparts, 
benefiting in many instances from previous 
NASA work experience on the S-IC booster 
stage at the Marshall Space Flight Center 
in Huntsville, Alabama. 

Mismatch  Measured 
One of the stickiest welds of all joins 

the forward liquid hydrogen bulkhead to- 
the top cylinder, number six. Here, the 
aluminum is only about a quarter inch 
thioG at the point where the joints meet, 
yt $ere can be no mismatch more than 
27 thousands of an inch. And, neither 
bulkhead or cylinder is perfectly circular 
until fully fueled - long after fabrication 
has been completed. 

Trouble developed early. In addition to 
more defects than desired, the offset be- 
tween bulkhead and cylinder on some 
stages was above allo~vable tolerances, and 
the work had to be rejected. In these in- 
stances it necessitated the weld to be cut 
open, and the time-consuming process of 
alignment started anew. It began to impact 
the program, threatening schedules. 

It was decided in December 1966 to 
organize a formal committee - to trouble- 
shoot the problems, and, hopefully, to come 
up with answers. It was co-chaired by 
Werner Kuers, Director of MSFC's Manu- 
facturing Engineering Laboratory, and 
Ralph Ruud, Space Division executive vice 
president. Other members included Wilson, 
A. C. Van Leuven, George Lewis, J. Y. 
Cunningham, Rill Ahern and Bill Long, 
of North American Rockrvell, and Wernher 
Gengelback, Jim Orr, Jack Franklin, Jim 
Williams, Joe Hillcnbrand, Dick Hopper, 
Jc lalisky and Angelo D'Agostino, of 
Nt2.A. 

"Our approach on-this job," Kuers said 
at the outset, "is to shoot for a quality 

- goal beyond what is required. In doing 
this, we will better insure maintaining the 
necessary standards." 

A total assessement of fitting and weld- 
ing procedures was made. How and where, 
the committee asked, could improvements 
be made? Studies were pored over, inter- 
views with welding engineers were held, 
and a careful examination of the most cri- 
tical problem areas was made. Suspected 
trouble causes were isolated, suggested cor- 
rective measures weighed, and the ones 
most applicable were initiated. NASA and 
Space Division technicians worked side by 
side. 

"We considered a lot of possible solu- 
tions," Ruud said, "and some of them 
sounded pretty far out at the time, but 
they worked." 

For example, welding had previously 
been done under normal conditions of 50 
to 60 per cent humidity, which was the 
average at Seal Beach. Freshly cleaned sur- 
faces oxidized rapidly. Aluminum oxide 
has an affinity for moisture and absorbs 
it like a sponge. Under the heat of weld- 
ing, this moistured surface oxide film 
breaks down into hydrogen' and oxygen 
gases, and produces voids or gaseous pock- 
ets in the joint. By cutting humidity in 
the area to an average of 30 per cent, 
this substantially reduced moisture content 
in the air and thus lowered, proportion- 
ately, the number .of these defects. 

Humidity control was but one of nearly 
a dozen separate steps taken to improve 
on-station conditions. Creating an environ- 
mentally controlled clean room atmosphere, 
something relatively new in large welding 
operations, was near the top of the list. 
This wasn't easy, principally due to the 
enormous size of the work area, which 
encloses 225,100 cubic feet in the south- 
east corner of Building S-02. To effectively 
wall it off, a huge canvas curtain, 57 feet 
high and 60 feet across, was hung in place. 
I t  can be raised or lowered to permit stages 
in and out. 

The only access to this room is through 
a specially corlstructed double-door air lock 
system, which helps maintain a positive 
pressure in the station so no outside air 
can get in. The second or inside door can- 
not be opened until the first one closes. 
Between the doors in an electric shoe brush 
machine. Once inside, technicians and en- 
gineers must wear white, lint-free smocks 
and nylon gloves. No smoking or eating 
is permitted. The epoxy coating on the 
floor is almost perpetually mopped. Floors 
and walls were even painted white to help 
employees "think clean." 

Additionally, precise temperature con- 
trol was mninrained. And, during the weld- 
ing operation, vacuum clraners suck up 
chips and dust before they can settle. 

Officials realized no one of the cleanli. 
ness innovations in itself would be a cure. 
all. But, they reasoned, the combi~latiol~ 
of them should have an appreciable effect 
on the final product. 

It was decided, too, to change the actllCll 
mode of welding in station 1-A. The stand. 
ard "skate" style had been used, whereit, 
the tool is moved around the periphery of 
the stage. Under the newly recommendt-d 
"rotary" concept, the tool remains statioll. 
ary and the bulkhead and cylinder revolve 
around it, much like a giant phonograpI1 
record with the weld machine as  the 
needle. NASA had effectively used this 
method on the Saturn V's S-1C booster 
stage. The basic advantage gained here is 
that better control can be maintained, be. 
cause there is less chance of movement in 
the trim and weld head. This process is 
also time saving and easier to handle. 
Operators can remain in one spot without 
movir~g bulky cables around. 

To better inspection techniques for joint 
cleanliness, an ultra-violet "black" light is 
now used. It can spot things that normally 
wouldn't have been caught, such as  minute 
particles of lint or dirt. 

Next came the vexing problems of off- 
set: how to match t h e  b u l k h e a d  a n d  
cylinder with unerring precision, perhaps 
the single most critical step in the entirc 
operation. A split-hair mismatch can cause 
rejection of the entire job. 

Inaccessible Areas 
Previously, hand jacks had been used, 

but alignment adjustments could only be 
made down to areas about eight inches 
across. Necessary tooling created inacces- 
sible areas, consequently it was extrcmel> 
difficult to get an exact fit without esccs- 
sive mismatch. 

The solution? Backup bars which arc  
placed inside the stage during the align- 
ment process were redesigned with indi- 
vidual screws spaced every few inches. 
thus giving the bars a built-in adjust.,- 
bility. The screws can be a l t e r n a t ~ l ~  tight- 
ened or loosened until the bulkhead and 
cylinder mesh perfectly. 

Not- only has the offset problem hcerl 
whipped, but considerable time has brcn 
saved too, and in this element of the r~ork .  
time is of prime importance. Once tllc 
stage sections are matched and clrancd. 

Intermediate bulkhead panels are welded 
to thicker. waffled outboard panels, right, 
at L.A. Division. then sent to Seal Beach. 

To match cylinders within thousands of or. 
inch, backup bars. far right. were rede- 
signed with a built-in flexibility. Spaced 
screws can be alt.ernately tightened or 
loosened until the cylinders mesh perfectly. 







it is essential to weld them as quickly as 
possible. The longer the time span between 
cleaning and welding, the longer oxides 
hay. n chance to build up on the metal's 
su, :, contributing to eventual defects. 
By using the new offset method with ad- 
justable backup bars, this time frame has 
been snipped from 15 to 4 hours. 

Once all these corrective steps had been 
decided upon, a temporary atmospheric 
control system station was set up - in five 
days. Its effect was both dramatic and 
immediate. On the first run-through, of 
the S-I1 seven bulkhead to cylinder number 
six, only four repairs, totaling 12 inches, 
were needed in the weld. This was reduced 
to three repairs for nine inches on the 
S-I1 eight bulkhead. Next, a test vehicle, 
the "Mini B," was processed - with zero 
repairs. Then, in January, came the S-I1 
nine bulkhead. It, too, went through error 
free and well within the demanding offset 
tolerances. In fact, at the same time, the 
113th cylinder quarter panel weld points 
were made without repair. 

Backed by this proof-of-the-pudding 
data, it was decided to bring all welding 
stations up to l.A's environmental control 
standards. 

6~ We're getting good results," Ruud says, 

"bec we're paying attention to infinite 
detai, -.lid getting the maximum use of 
our equipment in these improved stations. 
But we must maintain this quality. We 
can't take it for granted. It's too easy to 
get a latent defect. And, when you reach 
this quality, corresponding maintenance 
of schedules and reduction of costs fall 
into place." 

At Seal Beach today, as the final half 
dozen or so S-I1 stages are put together, it 
is not enough to say the weld is better 
now than it was last nionth or yesterday. 
Engineers are striving for the perfectly 
welded vehicle. If their progress in elimi- 
nating errors, reducing offset and improv- 
ing technology continues at its present 
pace, they just may do it. 

After 12 Uulkhead panels have been joined, 
~pening  under the canopy, left, called the 
dollar section," is then welded into place. 

Rrtist's cutaway drawing of cavernous S-11, 
ir~ht, second stage of Apoi:o/Saturn V. 


